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The Posture~Pillow is a unique innovation that 
facilitates both the warming and stretching of your 
neck backwards, whilst fully supporting the chest 
forwards, whilst radiant Amethyst Far-Infra-Red 
Thermal Energy penetrates, helping the natural  
correction of curves in your upper neck  and spine.
Chronic Neck, Shoulder and Back Pain can relate 
to poor posture. curves and spinal imbalances.
Posture~Pillow in clinic or home is here to help. Far-Infra-Red-Energy  (or FIRE) is Nature’s own therapy heat from Light, just like 

the Sun. FIRE’s radiant thermals penetrate from 3 to 10 cms into the body, creating 
deep bone, nerve, organ, joint, muscle and tissue warmth, reducing stress, relieving 
pain, increasing circulation, metabolism and helping release musculo-skeletal blocks. 

Amethyst Crystals  Amethyst has an ancient reputation as a “healing crystal’. 
Amethyst is also known to be a good conductor and when heated gives you more of 
the highly absorbable, Far-Infra-Red-Energy (FIRE) for deep hyper-thermal therapy. 
Even normal body temperature on Amethyst generates Infra-Red thermal energy 
and this is widely known for its anti-inflammatory effects, on both body and mind.

Posture Pillow ® precise controller can set temperatures from 30 - 70 C. Lower 
temps for longer sessions, suit general health. Higher temps, suit shorter sessions.  
PosturePillow®   incl: CE & SAA certifications, 3 Year Warranty,  ET ‘Great’ guarantee, 
Multi-layered EMF protection, a 100% cotton quilted pillowcase, and a carry bag. 

Forward Head Posture

Posture~Pillow reversed
leaves head unheated

Self~adjust
 slide yourself 
up onto & over
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Rest, relieve and help restore your natural posture on the hyper-thermal 
stretch-therapy InfraBed Posture~Pillow, where the neck, shoulders and 
upper back are heated, released and re-adjusted by sliding yourself up on
and over the uniquely contoured profile of your InfraBed Posture~Pillow 
helped by penetrating Amethyst Crystal Energy & Far-Infra-Red-Energy. 

DEEP HEAT RELIEF ~ of NECK, Back, Shoulder PAIN
SELF~ADJUST NECK CURVE ~ BACK SUPPORT

RELEASE ~ Your FORWARD HEAD POSTURE
 SLEEP ! ~ On Side or Back COMFORTABLY
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InfraBed’s hyper-thermal therapy comes through, via its unique new 
multi-layered and contoured support posture pillow, to facilitate body 
circulation, metabolism, and natural posture for health and rehabilitation.

NB  Consult your medical practitioner about using thermal therapy or stretching.
InfraBed ® and Posture~Pillow ®  trademarks of Enlightened Therapies PL   +61 2 4268 2222
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